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Currently, CWSR has six faculty members and one research officer: Dr. Shazia Malik (Assistant Professor), 


Dr. Fatima Buchh (Contractual Research Officer).








Since its inception, the CWSR has undertaken several projects with generous grants and a very broad-based 

talyst for promoting and strengthening WSP through teaching, research, curriculum development, field and 













publications appear regularly in the form of books, book and/or journal articles, reports and monographs at 
national and international level. Shortly, CWSR is going to produce its first women’s studies journal namely 









Within the rubric of the Generation Equali-

Leadership: Ensuring Generation Equality” 
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a positive ripple out eff ect for everyone; lifting up 










  





      
      
  
on 9th  of April, 2019. Prof. Arvinder Ansari highli-
ghted that  ‘gender analysis is a valuable descripti-
      
and crucial to gender mainstreaming eff orts. The 
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headed by Mrs. Nighat Shafi  Pandit on 9th of July, 



  
       
     
      






 











  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Women Entrepreneurship in Confl ict Zones: A Study of Women Entrepreneurs of Jammu and Kashmir   

A Study on Victimized Subjectivity of Muslim Women in India: Revisiting Debate on Triple Talaq Dr. Shazia Malik

Half Widows in Kashmir: Relating the Socio-Cultural and Socio-Political Disenfranchisement 

Evaluation of Various Women Specifi c Scheme under Integrated Child Development Scheme Dr. Abdul Basit Naik

Kashmir Law Circle and Women’s Issue in Kashmir Dr. Abdul Basit Naik

ICDS: An Evaluation of the Scheme for Adolescent Girls and its Implementation in Kashmir 

  



 

◊ Shazia Malik (2020) “Violence and Motherhood in Kashmir: Loss, Suff ering, and Resistance in the Lives  
 of Women” in Journal of International Women’s Studies, 21(6): 312 -323, ISSN: 1539 8706.

◊ Roshan Ara (2019) “Making Gender Matter: A Policy Perspective” International Journal of Development  
 Studies and Research, 8(3): 20-39 ISSN: 2278–8654.

◊ 
 and Emancipation (Edt.), Delton publishing House, Delhi (ISBN: 9789387631250).

◊ Suhail (2019) “Twitter sentiments related to natural calamities: Analysing tweets related to the   
 Jammu and Kashmir fl oods of 2014”, The Electronic Library, Vol. 36 Issue: 1, pp.38-54, doi: 10.1108/ 
 EL-122015-0244 [Clarivate Analytics JCR Impact Factor 2018: 0.886] [ISSN: 0264-0473]. Publisher: 

Emerald: UK. Indexed in Scopus & Web of Science.  

◊  Suhail (2019) “Infl uence of personality traits on open access mode of publishing”, Online 
 Information Review, Vol. 42 Issue: 4, pp.535-544, doi: 10.1108/OIR-11-2016-0335 [Clarivate Analytics 

JCR Impact Factor 2018: 1.928] [1468-4527]. Publisher: Emerald: UK. Publisher: Emerald: UK. Indexed  
 in Scopus & Web of Science.
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gender stereotypes and removing gender-based 
discrimination. On 16th  of March, 2021, CWSR 
organized a one day seminar on the theme “Women in 
Leadership: Breaking the Stereotypes.” Former Vice-



    
Day. The day-long seminar “Women in Leadership: 
Breaking the Stereotypes” was organized jointly by 




leaders have done a remarkable job in diff erent fi elds, 

fi nd innovative solutions to some of the pressing 
issues facing the world. Former Chief Justice of J&K 


















  

 








 

 

  
  





       























































































































Perils: Refl ections and 


    

     
    

 
   


  
Perils: Refl ections and Criticisms” on 


the event) said “gender stereotype is 




men. A gender stereotype is harmful 
 


     



 





    





    

















































  



editorially and fnancially sound.

    

Srinagar: The Centre for Women’s Studies and Research,
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terrorism free: Shah

To fnd out more, including how to control cookies, see here:
Empowerment and Gender Sensitization’ on Wednesday.

The webinar was conducted by the Centre in continuation of the

recently commenced series of lectures and deliberations on varied

gender related themes.

The webinar was chaired by Registrar University of Kashmir Dr

Nisar A Mir.

Dr. Nisar Ahmad Mir in his deliberation refected upon the
sensitivity of the issue and gave a comprehensive account of how

the gender inequality has been a pre-existing phenomenon since

the ancient times.

Calling gender inequality a universal phenomenon, Dr. Mir laid

emphasis upon the importance of creating sensitization about the

issue, particularly about the manifestations of it at workplaces.

The speaker of the event was Prof. N. Manimokalai, Dean Faculty

of Arts, Head and Founding Director, Centre for Women’s Studies

Bharathidasan University.

Prof. N. Manimokalai gave a detailed talk on the dynamics of

gender sensitization and its values for human existence.

The speaker refected upon the need to talk about multiple
inequalities that exist in our society and analyze the same in the

light of the ‘problem of intersectionality’.

She called upon the need for everyone to be sensitive to the issues

of gender particularly in the feld of education and employment.
She also emphasized upon the fact that how during this period of

pandemic there has been a further marginalization of women,

besides laying stress upon ‘equality’, ‘equity’ and ‘liberation’.

In her inaugural speech, the facilitator of the Webinar,

Coordinator Centre for Women’s Studies and Research, Prof.

Tabasum Firdous welcomed all the participants and refected
upon the importance of gender sensitization for women

empowerment.

While presenting the Vote of thanks and concluding remarks Prof

Firdous expressed her utmost conviction of the signifcance of
gender sensitization in eradicating the phenomenon of gender

inequality efectively. She also thanked Chairperson of the event
Dr. Nisar Ahmad Mir for his encouraging remarks for the event

and the speaker for her comprehensive presentation.

Some of the students also shared their views on the theme.

Besides, the event was attended by a large audience constituting of

the faculty, students of the centre and some faculty members from

e-Governance means

inclusiveness, people frst, says
LG ahead of national

conference in J ammu

Malik appears in court through

videoconferencing in Rubaiya

Sayeed kidnapping case

School Edu Dept proposes

winter vacation in phased

manner

AC approves free of cost

medicines against LSD

other universities of India as well.

W ebinar on ‘W om en Em pow erm ent & Gender Sensitization’ held at KU added

by  KR Desk on 12:52 am  August 20 , 2020

View all posts by KR Desk →

fnancially sound.

We are the organisation that has dreamt of becoming a
voice of the voiceless and has pledged to be with the

truth. We will never give up; we will persevere to the last
drop of our ink.
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tion with Led-By Foundation organized 
online workshop entitled “Empathetic 
Leadership in 21st Century: Contextu-
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Violence: Chronicling the Ordeal 

 
was Rashmi Anand; an Indian activ-

suff ered physical abuse from her 
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a project for improving the well-being 
   
   
Kashmir. The project was launched by 





said project on the same day. Registrar, 










Under RUSA 2.0 project CWSR launched a series 
      
    
ry of each of the programme are given below:
Female Health and Hygiene Practices: Good sanita-


 
of the key factors to ensure good health; for pre-
  


facilities are the fi rst steps towards prevention of 








 



  




CWSR carried out a day long fi eld visit to 



     



non-teaching staff  as well. The interven-


identifi cation of a group of young females 
from the area for micro-fi nancing and 

identifi cation/assessment of other general 


  





of observing things fi rst hand, a momen-





 



CWSR conducted two pilot studies in two diff er-
ent Hanji communities of Kashmir. Hanjis are 
 
confi ned to the Dal, Wular, Anchar and Manasbal 

 

the Valley of Kashmir. Haji community is often 

The fi rst pilot study was carried out at fi shermen 
     

    
of the Haji community of the Shanpora Srinagar. 

      





      

The second study was conducted among the Hanji 

    
among the Hanji community of Bandipora. Due 
 
riers, the community fails to yield the benefi ts of 

    



CWSR team interacting with Hanji community of Bandipora. 

CWSR team at fi shermen Colony, Shanpora



  




Role of Social Welfare Department in Empowerment of Women in Kashmir: 
A Study of District Budgam 

Problems of Women in Informal Sector: A Study of Women Workers of 
Kashmir 

A Study on Roles and Performances of Accredited Social Health Activist 
(ASHA) in Facilitating Healthcare Services in Kashmir A Study of Asha’s in 
District Pulwama and Anantnag

Dr. Shazia Malik

Analysing Jammu and Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society from a Gendered 
Perspective Dr. Suhail Hakak

Liberating Transgender: Stigma, Extortion and their Suff ering in Srinagar 
City of Kashmir Dr. Abdul Basit Naik

Mental Health Crises among Women in India during COVID-19 Dr. Rabiya Yaseen Bazaz
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◊ Tabasum Firdous published her co-authored book titled as ‘Gendering Women in the 21st Century: Critical perspective. 

◊  Shazia Malik (2022) “Women in Higher Education in Kashmir: Understanding The Trends in Post- Independence Period” IN  
 Sabiha Hussain, SurayaTabasum (ed.) Gender Inclusion in India: Challenges and Strategies, Aakar Books: New Delhi

◊  Roshan Ara (2021) “Engendering the Field of STEM”In Handbook  of Research on Future Opportunities for Technology 
 

◊  Suhail (2020) “The Roots of Political Instability in Afghanistan and the Implications of (mis)Governance,” EUCACIS Online  
 Paper, PhD Support Programme; EU, Central Asia and the Caucasus in the International System, IEP & CIFE, Berlin 
 

◊  Rabiya Yaseen Bazaz (2020) “Background Characteristics of the Individuals Attaining Higher in India: A Sociological   
 Study of Srinagar City”   Journal of Culture, Society and Education (Web of Science Journals), Pro Scientia Publica:   
 Poland 11(2):252-266/ 2020,  ISSN: 2081-1640. 

◊  Rabiya Yaseen Bazaz (2021) “Exploring Gender and Caste Intersectionality among Muslims: A sociological Study” Journal  
 of Culture, Society and Education (Web of Science Journals), Pro Scientia Publica: Poland 12(2):190-210/ 2021, ISSN: 2081- 
 

◊  Rabiya Yaseen Bazaz (2021) “Prevalence and Implications of Skill Training and  Education: An Empirical Study of District
 
 University of Kashmir: 9(2021):206-220/ 2021 ISSN: 0975-6620. 



fi rst poetry book titled ‘Fire of Joy’. Razia through 
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◊  CWSR organised academic tour for their students where two students were taken to South India, 
           Ladakh and Kargil.  

◊       In 2020, the Centre purchased 431 new books for it’s library and two projectors.





 








 
bility and majorly due to the covid-19 


   
made every possible eff ort to bring the 









ed that in 2018, more than 20 million 
people suff ered from substance use dis-






     
carries the  emotional and economic 
burden of the person who abuses drugs.
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ability in collaboration with B.K. Shroff  College of 


  

The key note speaker was Chetna Sinha who is an 

in drought-prone areas of rural India by teaching 
them entrepreneurial skills. She has served as a 
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is the founder of Responsible Netism; 
    



 




instances of cyber blackmail, threaten-

   
   
morphing, and creation of fake profi les. 
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emphasized that the confl ict has caused disruption 
in education, job opportunities, and over all develop-
























 




   
 


75th year of Azadi ka Amrit Mahot-
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book discussion on Gender and Governance: Studies 


The book examines how diff erent governance struc-
tures aff ect gender in fi ve specifi c locations in South 
Asia: Swat in Pakistan, the Chittagong Hill Tracts in Ban-






tems have come up in their place, and refl ect on what 

each location is quite diff erent, some common pat-

and informal structures aff ect the lives of women, 
particularly in confl ict zones. When formal governance 


tive and patriarchal. Gender and Governance shows 

is essential in ongoing eff orts to improve gender 




 




Studies and Research, University of Kashmir on 5th of July 
2022 for the students of PG Gender Studies, delivered by 
Prof. Pam Rajput (Prof. Emeritus) who is an Indian aca-


engaged in the women’s movement since the mid-70s 

and was the fi rst Speaker of a “Women’s Parliament” 




Commission, Ministry of Women & Child Development, 



Women’s Studies & Development and the Head of the 
Department of Political Science at Panjab University.



        



diff erent teaching departments and University Model 

   









and certifi cates of participation by the Vice Chancellor. 





 






under Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA 
2.0) a project launched by Hon’ble Vice-Chancel-




offi  cially/practically commenced and the sum-
mary of each of the programme are given below: 






aff ects attendance in school and participation in 



these obstacles. These interventions not only fulfi ll 


ucts, but also protect dignity, build confi dence, and 


    




   




 






the people and created awareness about diff erent 







  






   

hour in order to make them confi dent, 
self reliant and to develop in them the 









These Centres off er training to women 




 

The CWSR conducted an awareness campaign on Breast Cancer & Reproductive Health of Women in a far-fl ung 
Gujjar village named Wangidar, Halqa, Lidroo Block, Pahalgam (District Anantnag) on 21st of October, 2021. The 






  

Identifi cation of Skill 

CWSR team visited to the far fl ung Gujjar 

tanag, Kashmir) for identifi cation of Skill 
    

















Anatanag, Kashmir) on 17th of January, 2022. 




training in embroidery (Ari & Sozni Work) to women.

  



 






ised as part of a RUSA project, was held at Gov



 



alent cancers in J&K and it is therefore import




◊ For imparting the skill training among tribal women, CWSR estab
         
         

◊ From the previous two training Centres, we have been able to manufacture ladies 


sale and good profit that will ensure the economic empowerment of these women.

◊ We have trained 76 women for various employment programmes and in 
          








 













ductive health and its different aspects. Adoles


   

mitted infections (STIs), human immunodeficien




women beneficiaries about how to first address and 











hygiene in Fakir Gujri area of Srinagar. The day-long 





sanitation and disposal facilities. The team first vis




During the medical evaluation, medical officer detect











 






of Hon’ble Vice-chancellor Prof. Nilofer Khan and Reg-










 
create socio-medical awareness regarding  menstrual 




GMC Anantnag), Dr. Rabiya, Miss Sadaf (WISE,  NGO) 





their periods. Many girls hide the fact that they suff er 
















providing their full assistance for the programme. 
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agenda is the Training Workshop on the aforementioned title to be followed by the on fi eld intervention.         
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ICSSR, Post Doctoral Fellow; Topic: ‘Finding Power: 

tion in DDC/ Panchayat Elections 2020: A Feminis-
tic case study in Kashmir’ (Date of joining: 24-02-





 

◊ Shazia Malik (2022). “Book Review: A Strategic Myth: Underdevelopment in Jammu and Kashmir”. Journal of  
 International Women’s Studies, 23(1), 409-413.
◊  
 
◊  Basit Naik. (2022) Breaking the stereotype: Inspiring Women of Kashmir. Social Research Foundation. Kanpur.  
 ISBN: 978-93-93166-01-2
◊  Rabiya Yaseen Bazaz (2022)  Education in Contemporary India: Sociological Discourses, Academic Publication  
 /2022 New Delhi ISBN:    9789391798659
◊   
 link with Formal Vocational, Technical and Professional Education and their  Implications:  A Sociological   
 
 Publica: Poland 13(2):317-340/ 2022 ISSN:        2081-1640. 





Darakshan Hassan Bhat (Batch 2019) 
qualifi ed UGC NET (December 2021)



◊ 

◊   Khatiba Syed secured fi rst position in the photography contest workshop organized by Nehru Yuva   
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◊ The Centre for Women’s Studies and Research conducted its fi rst Board of Post 
 
 
 discussed and recommended for change and approval by the following members: 

 
 
 
 Prof. Pam Rajput Prof. Emeritus, Panjab University, Chandigarh Department Cum Centre For Women’s 
 
 Prof. Sabiha Hussain Director, Sarojini Naidi Centre for Women’s Studies and Development. 
 Prof. Aneesa Shafi  HOD, Department of Sociology University of Kashmir. 
 
 




◊  
 University) for the project titled: Representation of Cis- and Trans Women’s Agency and Gender Relations in  
 Oral Traditions and Performative Practices in Kashmir: a Study of Digital Folklore funded through the Centre  
 



◊  CWSR initiated the process of nominating Gender Champions from diff erent 


Teachers and Gender Champions from all the affi  liated colleges of University of Kashmir through Director Colleges. 

  



 

◊ The Centre is going to release its fi rst Journal namely ‘Journal of Gender 



covering a wide range of subject.

◊   


over the University. As of now the Centre has fi ve Desktops, two Printers, three Projectors and one Xerox Machine.
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